“Managing the ‘Refugee Crisis’. International & Local Experiences”

Opening Event. Light snacks will be provided. Registration therefore required. Please register at: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/international-research-workshop-registration-20899453829?ref=estw

Location: The HUB, 71 Bank Street, 6th Floor, Ottawa, http://ottawa.the-hub.net

05:30 p.m. **Arrival and Welcome Remarks**
Chair: Tatheer ALI, Mobility & Politics Research Collective, Carleton University
Andrea CHANDLER, Acting Chair, Dept. of Political Science, Carleton University
Victor KONRAD, Borders in Globalization (BIG) Project, Carleton University

06:00 p.m. **Refugee and Migration Movements in Europe and Canada**
**Introduction to the International Research Workshop**
Andreas POTT, Universität Osnabrück, Germany
Martin KOCH, Universität Bielefeld, Germany
Amanda BERGMANN and Martin GEIGER, Mobility & Politics Research Collective

06:30 p.m. **Roundtable “Refugee Resettlement to Ottawa and Canada”**
Chairs: Amanda BERGMANN and Alejandro HERNÁNDEZ, Mobility & Politics

Panelists:
- Idil ATAK, Ryerson University, Toronto
- María Teresa GARCIA, Catholic Centre for Immigrants Ottawa
- Peter SHOWLER, Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers
- Louisa TAYLOR, Refugee 613 Ottawa

08:00 p.m. **Closing Remarks – Introduction of Workshop Themes**
Tatheer ALI and Farida HASSAN, Mobility & Politics Research Collective

Follow us: @mobpoli – Our hashtag: #IOMIGMAN
“Managing Migration in World Society. International Organizations in Migration Politics”

International Research Workshop. Catering provided. Registration required. Please register at: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/international-research-workshop-registration-20899453829?ref=estw

Location: River Building Atrium & Conference Rooms, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Dr., Ottawa, http://mobilitypolitics.org/managingmigration/location/

Follow us: @mobpoli – Our hashtag: #IOMIGMAN

08:00 a.m. Arrival and Registration

08:30 a.m. Welcome and Opening Remarks

Chairs: Martin GEIGER, Carleton University and Andreas POTT, Universität Osnabrück, Germany

André PLOURDE, Dean, Faculty of Public Affairs, Carleton University
Achim HURRELMANN, Director, Inst. of European, Russian and Eurasian Studies
Jeff SAHADEO, Migration & Diaspora Studies (MDS)
Farida HASSAN, Mobility & Politics Research Collective

09:00 a.m. Introductory Keynote

Chair: James MILNER, Carleton University

“Managing Migration in World Society. International Organizations in Migration Politics” – Martin GEIGER, Carleton University and Martin KOCH, Universität Bielefeld, Germany

10:00 a.m. Roundtable

Chair and Moderator: William WALTERS, Carleton University

Panelists:
- Hans-Martin JAEGER, Carleton University
- Luisa FONDELLO, Independent Researcher/NGO Employee, Cairo, Egypt
- James MILNER, Carleton University
- Hélène Pellerin, University of Ottawa

11:15 a.m. Questions and Discussion

Lunch Break and Poster Session, Graduate Students, Carleton University
Concurrent Sessions 1-4

S1: International Organizations and the Evolution of Migration Management
Chair: James CASTEEL, EURUS, Carleton University

“An International Machinery for “Migration Management” in the Early Cold War: The Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration“ – Lina Venturas, Panteion University, Athens, Greece

“The IRO, the Refugee Revolution and Emerging Cold War in Asia, 1946-1952“ – Meredith Oyen, University of Maryland, USA

“International NGOs and the Europeanization of Migration Policies since 1914“ – Marlou Schrover, Universiteit Leiden, Netherlands

S2: International Organizations’ Engagement with Refugee/Migrant Rights
Chair: Benjamin GLOBERMAN, EURUS, Carleton University

“Migrant Workers and the World Cup: International Organizations in Promoting Human Rights and Protected Working Conditions“ – Tala Bushnaq, Carleton University

“Building the Moat: Fortress Europe’s Externalization of Asylum“ – Amanda Bergmann, University of Ottawa

“Accountability in Resettlement Strategies: UNHCR’s Narrative, Australia and the European Union“ – Adèle Garnier, Université de Montréal

S3: International Organizations and Managing Mobility in the Mediterranean
Chair: Melissa KELLY, Borders in Globalization Project, Carleton University

“Commodifying the Governance of Migration: Europe and Canada“ – Oliver Schmidtk, University of Victoria

“Migration & Development and its Application in the European Union’s External Migration Governance” – Farida Hassan, Carleton University

“International Organizations and the Hierarchy of Mobility in Libya and Egypt“ – Luísa Fondello, Independent Researcher/NGO employee, Cairo, Egypt

“IOM in the Contested Field of Border and Migration Management: Tunisia and Morocco“ – Inken Bartels, Humboldt Universität, Berlin, Germany
**S4: International Organizations and the Management of Labour Migration**

Chair: Victor KONRAD, Borders in Globalization Project, Carleton University

“International Organizations and the Management of Labor Migration from Central Asia to Russia” – Daniel Stefanik, Carleton University

“Setting Transnational Priorities: IOM for Canada in the Philippines” – Pauline Gardiner Barber, Dalhousie University, Halifax

“Brazilian Migration Flows and the Evolvement of Organizations” – Mariana Matthiesen, Universidade Federal do ABC, São Paulo, Brasil

“Plus ça change? Competing Models of Governance and Canadian Temporary Labour Migration” – Laura MacDonald and Christina Gabriel, Carleton University

02:45 p.m. Break

03:00 p.m. **Plenary Session:**
The Production and the Politics of Migration Management

Chairs: Martin GEIGER, Carleton University and Martin KOCH, Universität Bielefeld

“How and Why do Perceptions Matter? Framing Effects in Migration Governance” – Andrew Geddes, University of Sheffield, UK

“Conflict, Climate Change and Displacement: International Organizations and the Protection of a 'Broader Category of Refugees'” – Andrada Mihai & Jay Ramasubramanyam, Carleton University

“UNHCR and IOM: Power and Authority in the Emerging Global Forced Migration Regime” – Megan Bradley, McGill University, Montréal and James Milner, Carleton University

“Depoliticizing Migration: Global Governance and International Migration Narratives” – Antoine Pécoud, Université Paris 13, France

04:30 p.m. Break

04:45 p.m. **Roundtable:**
IOM for Canada – The Political Economy of Temporary Labour

Chair and Moderator: Victoria SIMMONS, Carleton University

Panelists:
- Tatheer ALI, Carleton University (“Partnered Migration Management: The Case of Canada, the IOM, and Agricultural Labour Migrants”)
- Catherine BRYAN, Dalhousie University, Halifax (“IOM and Manitoba in Managing Migration”)
06:00 p.m.  Conclusions and Closing Remarks

Chair: Martin GEIGER, Carleton University
Amanda BERGMANN & Farida HASSAN, Mobility & Politics, Carleton University
Martin KOCH, Universität Bielefeld, Germany
Andreas POTT, Universität Osnabrück, Germany

07:30 p.m.  Networking Event (by invitation only)

This event is organized by the Mobility & Politics Research Collective at Carleton University and Prof. Martin Geiger.

It is co-hosted and financially supported by: the Institute for World Society Studies at Bielefeld University, Germany, and the Institute for Migration Research and Intercultural Studies at Osnabrueck University (IMIS), Germany.

We are grateful for the financial and in-kind support received from: the Borders in Globalization Project, the Johnson Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy at the University of Regina, the Migration Research Group in Sociology and Social Anthropology at Dalhousie University and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.

As well as from the following entities at Carleton University: the Bachelor of Global and International Studies Program, the Department of Political Science, the Discovery Centre, the Faculty of Public Affairs, the Institute of European, Russian and Eurasian Studies, Migration & Diaspora Studies and the Office of the Vice-President Research and International.